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In their interaction with water, minerals inside rocks transform with production of elements and small molecules which intervene in prebiotic syntheses. There is a chemical evolution between the world of rocks and the world of life.

One question arises: Which minerals produced by rocks are signatures for the syntheses of components of life? A contributed answer is proposed: It is based on calculations of thermodynamic functions for elementary equations of carbonation and hydrolysis of Fe(II)Mg-silicates and Fe(II)-monosulfides which compose minerals such as olivine and pyroxenes. The analyses of 4 E-pH redox diagrams, published for corrosion purposes, fulfil the thermodynamic study for anoxic and oxic water. A table is drawn with the minerals which can be signatures of prebiotic synthesis: the geobiotropic minerals.

Several terrains of the solar system are discussed. The minerals in the Tagish Lake meteorite may result from anoxic carbonation and hydrolysis of Fe(II)Mg-silicates and Fe(II)-monosulfides. The high T (~350 °C) low pH(3-4) hydrothermal vents of the oceans ridges, may result from anoxic hydrolyses of Fe(II)-monosulfides such as mackinawite, troilite and pyrrhotite. Cases of anoxic and oxic oxydations are discussed for Mars.

A special case of prebiotic synthesis may be observed inside pores of radioactive rocks containing fluids such as H₂, CO₂, N₂ and H₂O and located near uranium radionuclides. Amino acid analytical chemistry, using GC-MS and derivatization methods, is currently under preparation on "bitumen" samples which are observed nearby fluid inclusions of radioactive rocks. Results may be given at the conference. A scenario concerning prebiotic chemistry inside pores containing water, H₂, CO₂, N₂, and located next to radionuclides, is proposed.
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